
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an user architect. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for user architect

Develop creative, workable solutions to complex issues, projects and/or
process designs
Develop logical business cases and evaluates the impact of solutions on
service, cost and/or quality
Provide training and mentoring to End User Technology Support team in the
implementation and support of end user solutions that adhere to enterprise
IT standards
Translate requirements into architectural components for development and
champion solutions to IT management to gain approval
Leverage technical knowledge to achieve business objectives
Recommend changes based upon knowledge of trends and best practices in
end user computing
Evaluate change requests and new solution proposals against end user
computing architecture direction and ensures compliance with all standards,
policies, and guidelines prior to implementation
Demonstrate agility and resourcefulness in identifying creative and practical
end user computing solutions while efficiently evaluating the quality of teams’
analyses
Act as advanced technical escalation point for complex, urgent or high impact
end user issues
Ensures the consistent design of appropriate services, service management
information systems, architectures, technology, processes, information and
metrics to meet current and evolving business outcomes and requirements
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Experience using digital design tools to communicate an experience, user
flows and information design
Portfolio featuring examples of interaction design work
4+ years experience working as an information architect, interaction designer
or user experience designer
Degree (Master degree preferred) in a related field, such as information
design, human-computer interaction, library science, cognitive science,
graphic design, or industrial design
Agency/Design/Ecommerce Firm experience a big plus
BS/BA degree in HCI, Human Factors, Industrial Design required or
equivalent professional work related experience


